International News and Christian Prayer Update

**********************************

Subject: ‘Israel, Business Deals, and War on Terror’ ~ 06-06-2010

** Starting questions:
Do you think Israel is occupying the Palestinian land?
Or do you know that Arabs are occupying Israel‟s land? **

**

Hello fellow prayer partners and pastors, and friends,

Thank you for joining us in praying for the honorable Jewish people in Israel and
praying for genuine repentance in our country!

This report provides you with helpful and accurate news from many sources!. So many
of our nation‟s news companies have strings that connect them to big oil, military and
international money that forces them to report in favor of big oil and obviously

favoring the collective efforts to take more land from Israel, for their big oil drilling
and pipeline projects, including the oil pipeline from Iraq to the Mediterranean Sea
(through the Golan Heights) for the European Union. *
* Source: „Why the Golan Squeeze?‟ ~ http://www.rense.com/politics6/golans.htm by Barry Chamish.
(Barry Chamish is a good, Jewish friend, and a research journalist on behalf of his
[God-given] homeland.)

Since 2000, we have been tracking with events in Israel, and who‟s putting bad
pressure and leadership inside Israel and from the US and the UN‟s participating
nations. For years, we have also been searching for honest news sources. Exposing
big-oil players in the US who pressure Israel is key to understanding the actual
situation. Because those involved in getting Israel to obey UN-Rockefeller-oil dictates
are the CFR and oil-company executives in the US government (GH Bush, GW Bush,
Cheney, Condi Rice, Bill and Hillary Clinton, Jimmy Carter, George Mitchell), false
religious leaders (Joel Hunter, Rick Warren), - just to name a few - and these types
have infiltrated and are trying to corrupt and destroy Israel from the inside. Several
of the well-known government officials (in Israel and the US) are involved in the
schemes and oil deals, and are consistently working to dismantle, or corrupt and take
over, the military, justice system, and every politician they can. It‟s hard to find
independent researchers and reporters who have enough information to expose who‟s
doing what and why – Barry Chamish is one of few who have been reporting for over
15 years, exposing what projects are going on in the background and who stands to
gain and who‟s passing out bribes and threats. You can find Barry‟s in-depth research,
here: www.barrychamish.com

As far as daily Israel news, there is good news! We have found a few sites that update
regularly, in the last couple of years. These sites are helping in 2 ways: 1) just trying
to give the facts, and 2) working to defeat and expose the empty but hateful
rhetoric, and just report the facts. We post those sources at about the middle of this
update. Also in this update, we will try to explain why their reporting is helpful and
more of why the 430+ „mainstream news‟ is biased against honorable Israeli citizens.

Discernment: Analyzing the preachers:
First, a note, closer to home: We all know that nobody is perfect, including pastors.
With that said, we all need to sort through the facts and find which pastors love God

and which ones love this world, for then we will know who is genuine and who is
faking it. We all need to really start checking up on our US pastors. We need to read
the verses they read, and make sure their interpretation of those verses is the same
as what the Bible says (in context), and work to notice if they skip the hard-to-hear
tougher messages. Skipping the strong verses in the Bible is more hazardous than
skipping the hard parts of honest news.

The Apostle Paul complemented his hearers who double-checked his use of Scripture:
“These were more fair-minded than those in Thessalonica, in that they received
the word with all readiness, and searched the Scriptures daily to find out whether
these things were so.” ~ Acts 17:11 – God commends these dear brothers and sisters
in Christ because they studied His Word to double-check the teaching. It takes
diligence, but it is the only way to find out if the teaching is accurate, and making
sure the teaching is not lukewarm, or twisted.

“Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits, whether they are of
God; because many false prophets have gone out into the world.” ~ 1st John 4:1

And pastors are charged to: “Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a
worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.” ~
2nd Timothy 2:15

Many American pastors only act as „pastor‟ during work hours, but then live like the
world in their „off hours‟, and weekends, when their flock is in the most danger of
falling into the devil‟s worldly entertainment. What they do in their „time off‟ prove
whether they are a God-honoring pastor or just pretending to be. Does your pastor
fills his sermons with history, stories, inspirational quotes and repetition of things
you‟ve heard him say before, but doesn‟t teach fresh Bible verses explaining the
“fear of the Lord”, daily repentance and obedience, fleeing immorality, witchcraft
and idols? Almost all American Christians need to be regularly challenged to not
entertain ourselves with the perversion this world calls entertainment. When „Pastors‟
leave out those and other Biblical essential teachings, then they are not pastors – they
just pretend to be.

We need to throw the fake pastors out, and replace them with those who will study
diligently to teach God‟s Word.

Another good idea is to ask your pastor and friends:
>> “Do you support Israel?”

And, if they answer yes, then we need to follow up with a definitive question:
>> “Do you support the peace process?” -- (Their answer should be No!!!)

And just to be clear, either way they answer that, follow that up with another
question:
>> “Do you think that Israel is ‘occupying’ ‘Palestinian’ territory, or that
‘Palestinians’ are occupying Israel’s territory?” -- (As the next verses show, God
gave that land to Israel. So it’s Israel’s land the Arabs are occupying.)

A quick guide on understanding their answers:
* If they dodge the second and third question, then you know they really don‟t
support Israel.

* If they show support for the big-oil-money „peace‟ plan, they just told you they
really don‟t support Israel – they don‟t really believe God‟s Word.

* If they say that Israel is „occupying‟ so-called „Palestinian‟ territory, then they just
told you they can‟t read or don‟t understand the Bible.

* A real pastor loves God‟s truth – but they might need a little help in learning how to
help and care for Israel.

* Anyone, especially a leader, who does not hold to God‟s covenant with Israel has
brought a curse on himself, and needs to be noted as having done such. And, we need
to call them to repentance. As we are talking with our pastors, we need to keep in
mind some recent history. Back in the 1950s, seminaries started to listen to the
pressure of the big-money-oil tycoons, and started to remove and ignore key subjects
in God‟s Word. Today, most seminaries don‟t teach about Israel much at all, but
what‟s strange about that is that roughly 75% of the Bible is either written to the
people of Israel or about the people of Israel. We certainly should not dismiss those
portions of the Bible. Instead we should be studying to understand them and educate
others to join us in doing the same. As we talk with our pastors, we do need to keep
in mind that most of them went to seminaries that didn‟t even mention Israel. So
some pastors are genuinely ignorant, while others love this world too much to care or
are bribed by criminals in the US government. The pastors who are ignorant yet love
God and His Word will appreciate your encouragement to study those passages and
learn to rightly divide them. Here are just a few passages we can remind these
pastors about.

“Now the LORD had said to Abram: "Get out of your country, from your family And
from your father's house, To a land that I will show you. I will make you a great
nation; I will bless you And make your name great; And you shall be a blessing. I
will bless those who bless you, And I will curse him who curses you; And in you all
the families of the earth shall be blessed."
~ Genesis 12:1-3

“And I will establish My covenant between Me and you and your descendants after
you in their generations, for an everlasting covenant, to be God to you and your
descendants after you. Also I give to you and your descendants after you the land
in which you are a stranger, all the land of Canaan, as an everlasting possession;
and I will be their God.’"
~ Genesis 17:7-8

“Pray for the peace of Jerusalem: ‘May they prosper who love you. Peace be
within your walls, Prosperity within your palaces.’ For the sake of my brethren
and companions, I will now say, ‘Peace be within you.’ Because of the house of
the LORD our God I will seek your good.” ~ Psalm 122:6-9
>> Would you like to prosper? Then find more ways to bless, support, and reach out to
the Jewish people with God‟s love and truth! ~

"For Zion's sake I will not keep silent, for Jerusalem's sake I will not remain quiet,
till her righteousness shines out like the dawn, her salvation like a blazing torch."
~ Isaiah 62:1

Also, if you like this report, please share it! Your friends need to know this
information too! And, if you appreciated the brief info here and would like to know
more, email me and I can work to answer your questions and send you helpful links
that will help you put more of the pieces into place. ~ GNNO@cnonline.net.
your brethren in Christ,
friends of the honorable Jewish people in Israel and abroad, and
servants and followers of Jesus Christ
The David Henry Family

Click here to go back to our Evangelism and Bible study homepage
( http://a-servant.tripod.com )
Click here to go back to our News and Prayer Update page
( http://incpu.tripod.com )

*****

Great Links!

Would you like to have an easy way to find the truth about Israel and expose and
correct the false info about Israel?
Go to: C.A.M.E.R.A. - Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America
http://camera.org/index.asp
** * **

And/or join this Facebook group (over 130,000 members and growing) and read their
articles:
Gaza Flotilla - the world should know the truth
(A growing Facebook group and connection for people who love Israel)

*****
~ A free web-tip ~
To make surfing the web easier (including this site), it is most often helpful to
remember to right-click on the article you want to see, and choose to „open in a new
window‟ or „open in a new tab‟. That way your original page stays open for easy
finding and viewing.
>> And some may already know this:
all blue, bold & underlined words in this update are links to websites.

You can find this latest update online, here:
"Israel, Business Deals, and War on Terror" ~ (PDF file) 06-06-2010
"Israel, Business Deals, and War on Terror" ~ (web-page) 06-06-2010

* ** * ** *

Also, here are links to our last 3 updates in web-format or PDF format at:
“75,000+ clergy - Together for the FEMA gospel?‖ ~ (PDF file) 05-30-2010
“75,000+ clergy - Together for the FEMA gospel?‖ ~ (web-page) 05-30-2010
"Military Complex is destroying our country" ~ (PDF file) 02-05-10
"Military Complex is destroying our country" ~ (web-page) 02-05-10

"90% of US citizens reject ‗Health Care‘ bill" ~ (PDF file) 12-21-09
"90% of US citizens reject ‗Health Care‘ bill" ~ (web-page file) 12-21-09
***

News sites we visit regularly and recommend for helpful news reports:
www.infowars.com
www.rawstory.com*

www.prisonplanet.tv

www.newswithviews.com
www.israelhp.com
www.israelnn.com

www.tvnewslies.org

www.israeltoday.co.il

www.blacklistednews.com

www.wnd.com
www.campaignforliberty.com

www.barrychamish.com

http://dprogram.net

www.newworldorderreport.com

***

Pastor Chuck Baldwin ~ Chuck Baldwin Live

Hutaree Update (05-14-2010) ~ the case is dead. You can find the details in the
article below. It‟s hard to file charges against speech. All humans share a common
problem: we all have said things we shouldn‟t have said. There are many differences
between talking and doing. In this clip below, you will see the frustration of the judge
at the failure of the prosecution to present a case – proving the case was fake. ~
“With much media fanfare, 9 members of a Michigan militia were arrested last March
and charged with ‗seditious conspiracy‘–specifically, plotting to murder law
enforcement officers. Ostensibly, this was supposed to precipitate some kind of
wholesale revolt against the government. Question: Have any of you heard anyone
from the propaganda press corps (national news media) tell you what has been
happening with this case? No? Did you not wonder why? Well, I‘ll tell you why: the
case has fallen apart.

The first indication of the Feds‘ case going bad was a local report in the Toledo
(Ohio) Blade, dated April 28, 2010. ‗An FBI agent who led the investigation of nine
Michigan militia members charged with trying to launch war against the federal
government couldn‘t recall many details of the two-year probe yesterday during
questioning by defense lawyers.‘

‗Even the judge who must decide whether to release the nine until trial was
puzzled.‘

‗I share the frustrations of the defense team . . . that she doesn‘t know anything…‘

Well, the facts are beginning to come out: The FBI agent who brought the charges
against these self-professed militia members made a complete fool of herself under
oath in a court of law. She presented zero evidence to indicate that the Hutaree
posed an imminent threat to anybody. Now that the judge has released the Hutaree
members from jail and rebuked the agent for presenting such inept testimony, we‘ll
see if the Feds decide to pursue the case any further. Again, as Will Grigg said,
‗Since the federal case against the Hutaree rests entirely on what was SAID by the
suspects, rather than anything specific that was DONE by them, it‘s difficult to see
what‘s left of it [the case].‘ ‖
http://chuckbaldwinlive.com/home/?p=1561

***

The honorable Jewish people in Israel need our help and support!

I Am Israel - Documentary Film HD Version
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=ZprVPKi-W6s
Editor’s Comments: Isn‟t it refreshing to see Israel‟s recent history again? Against all
odds, the Israeli people now have a nation and have revived their Hebrew language
(that in itself is a miracle). Though the Arabs attacked, God helped Israel to win back
their land, and then Jerusalem. And though the Jewish people have been mass-

murdered, lumped together with a few corrupt big-named-greedy types and falsely
slandered, the Jewish people‟s love for others still shows and speaks for itself. I hope
you recognize this history – it‟s true, though the media works daily trying to distort it
and rewrite it.

If you love Israel, please share this update – challenging and inspiring more people to
join us in supporting the Jewish people. ~ Thank you! ~

***

Editor’s intro: Chances are good that you‟ve probably heard about the 6 boats with
„peace‟ activists who tried to get to Gaza and how soldiers and civilians got wounded.
Well, the real story there is that those on the boat had an agenda and weapons that
they used to attack the Israeli soldiers, and the Israeli soldiers defended themselves.
Also, this flotilla with „aid‟ was not even necessary, because Israel already has roads
open to bring in food and medicine, but they don‟t allow weapons, for obvious
reasons. The last thing Israel needs is to give these angry Arabs weapons to use
against Israeli forces. It is illegal to give weapons to terrorists, but the „terrorists‟
who are working with the global bankers and oil-businessmen are allowed (by the
Elites) to get weapons.

Israeli commando who shot six passengers in aid convoy in line for medal
“Six of the nine passengers killed in an Israeli raid on an aid convoy bound for Gaza
were shot by a single Israeli commando, who is being considered for a medal of
valour for saving his injured comrades as passengers attacked them with clubs, knives
and even guns they had taken from downed Navy Seals.
Fresh details of the controversial raid, which has led to accusations of ―piracy‖ and
―state terrorism‖ being levelled against Israel, and which wrecked its strategic
partnership with Turkey, emerged yesterday. There were reports that passengers
who attacked the Israeli boarding party had been dragging three captured
commandos into the hold of the ship when the shooting broke out…”
http://informationliberation.com/?id=30565

Here is a video with translations and sound:
Close-Up Footage of Mavi Marmara Passengers Attacking IDF Soldiers (With Sound)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LulDJh4fWI

Censored Footage from the Gaza Flotilla - How Violence Breaks Out

And another video of the variety of weapons these „peace activists‟ had on board the
ship:
Video: Weaponry Overview & Footage of Passengers Preparing Weaponry, 3 June 2010
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16sANhzjcC0 (YouTube video)

IDF Report on this (YouTube video)

Editor’s comments: The arsenal of weapons that this „peace‟ activist group had is
shocking. For those who had trouble seeing the video(s), the weapons that these
activists had accumulated on this ship (the Mavi Marmara) included many knives (of
all shapes and sizes), box-cutters, some swords, steel pipes, wooden rods, gas masks,
and bullet-proof vests. These are not tools that a „peaceful‟ protestor would need they obviously had intentions other than peace. ~

Israel Transfers Flotilla Cargo – Sans Weapons – to Gaza
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137823

Flotilla „Aid‟ to Gaza Includes Expired Medicines, Old Equipment
www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137816

Foreign Ministry: Flotilla Organizers Promote Agenda, Not Aid
“Foreign Ministry spokesman Yigal Palmor responded, ‗Ships forcing their way into
Gaza will do nothing to aid the people there. Existing land crossings are more than
capable of meeting their needs.‘ Palmor noted that an average of 15,000 tons or
more of humanitarian aid are delivered to the region each week through the various
crossings with Israel…”
~ clip is from Arutz Sheva article:
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137688
* article cited in previous clip: The Week's Assistance to Gaza: May 9, 2010

Editor’s comments: 15,000 tons = 30 million pounds of food and medical supplies
sent into Gaza every week. If you look at the photos, you will notice that these Arabs
are well fed. ~
The Week's Assistance to Gaza: May 9, 2010 (average week‟s assistance from
Israel‟s gov‟t)
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/news.aspx/137502

Iran Offers Military Escort to Ships Breaking Gaza Blockade
Editor’s comments: Remember, the Elitists would still like a war with Iran. This
article shows that they are still working to create that war.

Editor comments: Next, this live video shows that one of those „aid‟ ships in the
flotilla had many on board trained in fighting. The other five boats in the flotilla were
peaceful, this one was not. All of the objectives about the flotilla were illegal. ~ This
video is very clear that the „peace‟ activists (on the Mavi Marmara) attacked the
Israeli soldiers and hard, even if ABC refuses to tell the truth in their reporting on it.
This video is clear. Israeli forces storm ‘aid’ ship ~
http://www.abc.net.au/news/video/2010/06/01/2914627.htm

**

So, that is a brief synopsis of the situation and below, we provide more article links
that help all of us sort through the lies and deception from the „mainstream media‟
(FOX „news‟, CNN, and others).

One thing we can all learn from the reports in this update is to take note whose side
the media falls on. Most of them are for oil-money projects and against God‟s chosen
Israel. That should warn us to leave them in their darkness and go find honest news
sources.

***

Editor comments: Now, to effectively stand with Israel, we next need to continue to
un-work this „main-stream media‟ spin. To start with, let‟s look at a source that tried
hard to report accurate facts and correct media slants on this flotilla event –
C.A.M.E.R.A. (Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America). The
evidence is fairly obvious here, as revealed in this next article. After this article,
we‟ll briefly look at other reports that show other key facts, and expose media‟s
biases to unfairly slander and blame Israel. ~

>> CNN gets caught in another false report:

UPDATED: In Aftermath of Gaza Flotilla Violence, Increased Media Attention Yields
Increase in Failures
http://camera.org/index.asp?x_context=2&x_outlet=2&x_article=1857#cnn

CNN video: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/...flotilla.cnn.html
http://camera.org/index.asp?x_context=2&x_outlet=54&x_article=1857

***

>> More from C.A.M.E.R.A on the widespread media bias falsely accusing Israel:
UPDATED: In Aftermath of Gaza Flotilla Violence, Increased Media Attention Yields
Increase in Failures
http://camera.org/index.asp?x_context=2&x_outlet=54&x_article=1857

***

The Flotilla Battle – What You Need to Know
http://www.middleeastfacts.com/weblog/israel/flotilla-battle-what-you-need-toknow

Close-Up Footage of Mavi Marmara Passengers Attacking IDF Soldiers (With Sound)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LulDJh4fWI

**

A brutal ambush at sea
http://christiansforisrael.net/muslims/the-flotilla-battle-what-you-need-to-know/

***

FOX NEWS and other Mainstream Media Caught in their deceit!
Israel's Blockade of Gaza Strip to Continue, Official Says

www.foxnews.com/world/2010/06/01/israels-blockade-gaza-strip-continue-officialsays

Editor’s Comments: Concerning an incident last week, FOX „news‟ said the
„Palestinians‟ didn‟t “throw stones”. But, the photographs from Reuters and AP and
AFP show the truth. Just a week or two ago, Israel was blamed by the world for “using
excessive force” against „Palestinian‟ protestors who were throwing stones at them.
FOX „News‟ falsely reported that the „Palestinians‟ were „peace‟ activists and “didn‟t
have weapon or even throw stones”, but the photos caught by other reports show
differently. Photos taken by Reuters, AP* and AFP** show these „peace‟ activists
thrown rocks. The “fair and balanced” „news‟ station (FOX) shouldn‟t lie, but they did
here (and it‟s not the first time). You can see them caught in this lie for yourself,
here: www.camera.org/index.asp?x_context=3&x_outlet=15&x_article=1696.
* (Associated Press); ** (Agence France-Presse – French Press Agency)

Editor comments: The lies and slander here are thick, as FOX „news‟ goes on to
mention all of the phony reasons given for why all the Arabs are mad… So, what really
happened? Well, FOX „News‟ failed to mention the trained thugs (called „activists) on
the boat tried to kill Israeli soldiers who got on board. You can see a photo of one of
these supposedly peaceful activist here:
You can see a photo of one of these violent ‘peace’ activist at this link here
http://blog.camera.org/archives/2010/05/portrait_of_a_humanitarian_act.html#com
ments

Editor comments: Someone pointed out that the “terrorist organization” IHH is not
on the US or UK terror „watch-list‟. So, I researched it and found this statement given
by the US State Department on June 2nd 2010:
“US knows IHH (Humanitarian Relief Foundation) representatives have met with
senior Hamas officials in Turkey, Syria, and Gaza over the past three years and is
greatly concerned. [IHH] Has not been designated as a Foreign Terrorist Organization
by the United States. [US supposedly] Cannot validate ties to Al-Qaida.” WOW! That‟s
quite a confession. Because, IHH was clearly implicated in what is known as a „terror‟
plot to bomb the Los Angeles International Airport, in 1999. That‟s common news.
Even the AP mentioned that one. Here‟s a clip from their article:

AP INTERVIEW: Turkish aid group had terror ties
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5iYybp27J-O2cobEG7eh2cq3ORHAD9G3D4QO0

Associated Press Balancing Skewed Flotilla Coverage
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137862

So, how is the US government handling the IHH?
Well, the short answer – they are ignoring it and working to blame Israel. In addition
to these reports list above, I did my own research, and we encourage you to do the
same. I searched several US government watch sites for this group, and none of the
US government sites called IHH a terror group. Strange.

Also of interest, the „Turkish Relief Foundation‟ (IHH) does not even show up on the
current site of the „Southern Poverty Law Center‟ (SPLC) or their list or map of
dangerous people groups, despite the fact that they were charged with trying to blow
up the Los Angeles International Airport… That‟s odd. Because SPLC does list
Christians and tea party groups*, but doesn‟t list a known Muslim „activist‟ group.
Based on other research, my guess is the reason the US government doesn‟t list the
IHH is because the IHH works with the FBI (or CIA) for government operations, also
known as „false flag‟ ops. That theory raises more questions than it answers, but I do
not know of another plausible answer that includes the facts of our government‟s
tracking and surveillance network with what is publically known about IHH – info that
has been available for years.
* SPLC Publishes Patriot Hit List

***

Editor’s concluding comments: The coordinated news attacks against Israel are
deliberate and the evidence proves that. The overwhelming majority of the people in
Israel hold to the fact that God gave them the land of Israel, and yet are peaceful and
gracious to even their enemies. The news companies that fabricate events and then

blame Israel are blatantly lying. That fact is, even though a majority of the Israeli
citizens want what‟s right, there is an international group of corrupt bankers and oil
criminals who bribe, threaten, and manipulate people in the US and Israeli
governments, and that is in addition to the criminals that use lying and deceiving to
get into office (in US and Israel). These oil tycoons only have one goal – to accomplish
their agendas and get their projects built – by whatever means necessary. But, you
won‟t hear those details on the major news stations. Why? Because since 1917, the
very wealthy in this country have been buying up news agencies until now they own
430+ news stations, including all of the popular ones today – those who are also known
as the „Main-Stream News‟. The facts and patterns show that the US mainstream news
is owned and controlled by a group of international oil-businessmen that consistently
work to harm the honorable Jewish people in Israel, and smear and slander them
whenever possible.

Other good news: the majority of the people in the US do not agree with these greedy
businessmen either! But, sadly, many Americans do fall for the repeated rhetoric and
lies of „news‟ groups like FOX, CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC, and many more. (Source)
The International bankers and their co-conspirators, including: Kissinger, Bush,
Mitchell, Netanyahu, Peres, and many more - want to completely remove the
honorable Israeli people from Israel and to change Israel into being an international
trade show – a „democracy‟ without Jewish roots.

As you study the Israeli government carefully, you can find several leaders that
secretly go along with oil corruption schemes, including projects that kill the
honorable Jews who object to giving more land to Arabs. It‟s sad, but the evidence is
there – we can read it and deny it, or read it and come alongside the honorable Israeli
Jewish people. Those Israelis have faith to know that God promised the land to them,
so they know it‟s important to oppose the greedy oil agenda. We are watching
prophecy coming to life right before our eyes, and the honorable Israelis need our
prayers and support. ~

***

Casualties reported during IDF raid on Gaza sail
www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3896416,00.html

Rare Jewish Unity as Naval Showdown Spills Over into Knesset
www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137847

Similar articles:
Israel opposes an international investigation into the ship raid Gaza
Editor’s notes:

Confirmed Hamas Leader Among Flotilla 'Activists'
www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137859

Israeli Navy Addresses a Ship in the Flotilla and Offers it to Dock in the Ashdod Port

Pallywood and the Gaza 'Blackout' -- A Hamas/Al Jazeera Co-Production

This is an account of:
The Week's Assistance to Gaza: May 9, 2010 (average week‟s assistance from
Israel‟s gov‟t)
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/news.aspx/137502

Facts Beyond the Spin: Israel Delivers Massive Aid to Gaza

***

Helsinki Principles: Israel Was in the Right
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137863

Greek Cyprus halts activists, Gaza flotilla hopes Turkish help / PHOTO
http://www.worldbulletin.net/news_detail.php?id=59216

***

Articles that show Israel’s regular treatment of ‘Palestinian’ Arabs:
Editor’s notes: The Israeli people take good care of everyone, whether they be
friend or foe; Jewish or Gentile; refugee, tourist, citizen or paid worker – the Israelis
treat them well. The Israelis are also kind to those who live outside their towns as
well. And the Israeli soldiers go way out of their way to avoid killing or injuring the
Arab civilians that the „Palestinian‟ Arabs use as human shields when they attack
Israeli soldiers. And, the Israeli medical teams do something amazing every week that
most countries won‟t do for their own people and certainly not for their enemies Israeli medical teams take good care of the injured – Israelis and Arabs. The Israelis
send large regular shipments of food, medical supplies, fuel and other necessities into
the areas that the Arabs wrongfully want to claim as their own. Israel is very kind to
them. So, as I‟m sure you could see above, there is no need for a forceful breaking
through of Israel‟s blockade. It‟s a public smear attack designed to blame Israel and
open the door for future shipments of weapons to the occupying Arabs (called
„Palestinians‟) so that the so-called „Palestinians‟ can fire more weapons at Israel.
That is the obvious reason why Israel is blocking weapons from getting into the hands
of these Arabs.

The Arab world doesn‟t have the talent or the news contacts to coordinate world
level smear campaigns, but the big American oil-players do. There is plenty of
evidence to help us see deeper. Because, the Arabs don‟t stir themselves up and they
can‟t really train themselves. There is plenty of documentation (including government
records) that the US State Dept. and CIA have been training them, including bringing
some of these „Palestinians‟ onto US soil for „training‟ sessions. But, why bring them
here? Why train them at all? Because all they do with that training is hurt Israel, right?
So, what‟s going on here? Well, the core of this story and situation goes back to oil
companies and military contractors who have contracts that when they are

completed, they can make a lot of money on. One of those contracts is restoring the
oil pipeline from Iraq through the Golan Heights to the Mediterranean Sea. However,
to build anything on the Golan Heights, these international businessmen have to first
deal with their main obstacle – the honorable Jewish settlers, who live in those areas.
The plan for that one oil pipeline includes taking the Golan Heights away from Israel
and giving it to Syria. The Golan Heights is also high ground for future Arabs attacks –
it is definitely a territory that Israel should not give up! And we might also note that
the Arab nations have already acquired most of the land around this tiny Jewish
country. I mean – think about it: the Arabs already took Jordan. And then George W
Bush team gave them Gaza, Gush Katif. And now, the tag-team that‟s following-up is
trying to take away Judea, Samaria and part of Jerusalem – to also give to the Arabs,
so the building contracts can move forward. See - it‟s pretty simple: oil money and
military contracts. So, where do we fit in? As long as people around the globe stand
with Israel – standing with them, defending them, dealing with the global businessmen
who seek their harm, then the Israeli people can at least live in somewhat peaceful
circumstances. Keep in mind - the oil companies don‟t own Israel‟s land. But they
want to. So, they won‟t stop being cold-blooded fighting for their money. But, we
don‟t have to stop either. In fact, God is on the side of the honorable Israelis,
fulfilling His many promises to His friend Abraham and his descendants. All we have to
do is every day be looking for more ways to stand with and defend Israel against her
enemies – the global bankers and their co-conspirators.

So, with that said, the next few articles show how Israel actually treats their
opponents, and it‟s pretty amazing! ~

A Tale of Two Gazas: Website Pictures Deny „Humanitarian Crisis‟

Government: 'No Lack of Food Supplies in Gaza'

Hamas Stopping Transfer of Aid to Gaza
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/news.aspx/137850

Israel's Aid to Gaza: 'No PA Arab Denied Medical Care'
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/news.aspx/137709

***

The United Nations (UN) – recent comments and
long track-record of slandering Israel and ignoring clear evidence.

UN's Goldstone Report Contains Major Error that Calls into Question Work‟s Credibility

Memo to the Media: Stop Distorting UN Resolution 242!

The U.N.'s Israel Problem

UN Human Rights Council Blasts Israel, while Council Member's Neighbor Yemen
attacks own Citizens
“...A rebel web site accuses Yemenite government forces of using White Phosphorus
against civilians. Considering the scathing criticism levelled against Israel for using
White Phosphorus by various organizations and in the Goldstone report, this charge
against Yemen is ironic. Especially in light of mention given to Yemen as
participating in the Gaza report…”
http://blog.camera.org/archives/2009/09/as_un_human_rights_council_bla_1.html

** ** * ** **

>> You have our permission to share this! Your friends need to know this
information! <<

** ** * ** **

Israel News sites:
Barry Chamish – world-renowned Jewish author, researcher, and historian. In addition
to those details, Barry is also a public speaker who has done many radio interviews in
the last 15 years, and he has spoken at many conferences in Israel and here in the US.
And Barry would be delighted to speak to your church or group of friends, explaining
history and how we can better help Israel. (If you‟d like more information, please
email us and we can send you his contact information, or you can find Barry‟s info on
his site.)
Our email address: GNNO@cnonline.net

www.barrychamish.com

Key articles:
The Truth Behind Yitzhak Rabin's Assassination
RABIN STILL HAUNTS ISRAEL
(And you can find much more in-depth research on his articles page.)

**

This facebook group (of over 189,000 members) has lots of helpful articles and videos
exposing the pro-Arab lies and showing Israel‟s innocence. If you have a facebook
account, we hope you‟ll consider joining it and even, possibly, interacting with the
Jewish and non-Jewish people on there who care about Israel! ~
Gaza Flotilla - the world should know the truth (started May 31st)

**

Editor’s comments: Israel National News – Arutz Sheva (Channel 7) – They get some
right, and they get some wrong. Some of Arutz Sheva‟s reporters can analyze the
pressures for changes, and I believe they are currently more accurate than most of
the popular Israel news sites. Please keep in mind, that sometimes they aren‟t
„allowed to‟ report or publish things on some subjects. In 2005, IsraelNN was the
major source that helped us track the day by day, and sometimes hour-by-hour events
leading to the grievous „Expulsion‟ carried out by Ariel Sharon under orders of GW
Bush.
Israel National News – (www.israelnn.com)

**

Editor’s comments: Apparently CAMERA does pretty well, at least sometimes. I plan
to track with them and watch them for a while to be sure. I do commend them on
getting the facts on the above articles.
CAMERA - Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America
“CAMERA
Founded in 1982, the Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America is
a media-monitoring, research and membership organization devoted to promoting
accurate and balanced coverage of Israel and the Middle East. CAMERA fosters
rigorous reporting, while educating news consumers about Middle East issues and the
role of the media. Because public opinion ultimately shapes public policy,
distorted news coverage that misleads the public can be detrimental to sound
policymaking. A non-partisan organization, CAMERA takes no position with regard to
American or Israeli political issues or with regard to ultimate solutions to the ArabIsraeli conflict…

How CAMERA works

CAMERA systematically monitors, documents, reviews and archives Middle East
coverage. Staffers directly contact reporters, editors, producers and publishers
concerning distorted or inaccurate coverage, offering factual information to
refute errors. CAMERA members are encouraged to write letters for publication in
the print media and to communicate with correspondents, anchors and network
officials in the electronic media. CAMERA's combination of rigorous monitoring,
research, fact-checking, careful analysis, and grassroots efforts have had a
documented impact…”
http://camera.org/index.asp?x_context=24

** ** * ** **

>> You have our permission to share this! Your friends need to know this
information! <<

** ** * ** **

Understanding the ‘War on Terror’
Editor’s intro: To understand more of what‟s happening in Israel, we need to
understand more about the so-called „War on Terror‟. The „War on Terror‟ is an
„Elitist‟ big-money, greedy grab of the world‟s resources. Their activities, including in
Israel, are dangerous to us all. So, here are a number of helpful articles that help us
to know the information. These next several articles actually name names, which
helps us know who‟s pulling the strings behind the scenes, so that we can find the
information more quickly and not fall for the corporate-media hype. ~

Fake Terror - The Road to Dictatorship

“It's the oldest trick in the book, dating back to Roman times -- creating the enemies
you need.
In 70 BC, an ambitious minor politician and extremely wealthy man, Marcus Licineus
Crassus, wanted to rule Rome.
Just to give you an idea of what sort of man Crassus really was, he is credited with
invention of the fire brigade. But in Crassus' version, his fire-fighting slaves would
race to the scene of a burning building whereupon Crassus would offer to buy it on
the spot for a tiny fraction of it's worth. If the owner sold, Crassus' slaves would put
out the fire. If the owner refused to sell, Crassus allowed the building to burn to the
ground…”
http://www.conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?channelid=79&contentid=270

**

Editor’s intro: This is a great article! A highlight is how this author makes the
excellent point that the “war on terror” is: “A "war" in which one side is invisible is
a fantasy — a pretext to restrict civil liberties, to impose censorship and to deny
rights guaranteed to American citizens under the U.S. Constitution.” It‟s easy to
see that, here in America, we are slowly losing our rights – right to protest, right to
free speech, right to preach God‟s Word… But, the good news is that America doesn‟t
need to keep going downhill! All it takes is for honorable citizens to say “No more!”,
and Christians who will diligently call out to God, purify their lives of things that
displease Him, and will work to stop those who are doing evil. Then, we can all work
to repair what the evildoers have tried to undo. It‟s a great article! Here‟s it is.

The 'War on Terrorism'
“Only when convincing evidence has been made public, and the identity of the
attackers established, would it be possible to declare "war" without misuse of
language. Until then the "War on Terrorism" will be a propaganda campaign like
the "War on Drugs" — a way of disguising the true aims and motivations of those
waging this "war", which in this case is that age-old motivation: territorial and
economic conquest…

The "War on Terrorism" has three major components:

(1) A propaganda war waged firstly against the American people and secondly against
the rest of the people on this planet who have access to TV and newspapers.
(2) A large increase in the powers of surveillance and control exercised by the
U.S. federal government over U.S. citizens and residents and in the ability of the
government to impose censorship.
(3) The use of American military force (with help mainly from the British), to
whatever extent necessary, to gain control of the oil reserves of the Caspian Basin,
the mineral wealth of Central Asia and whatever other economic resources in other
parts of Asia that the U.S.
[Ed. Specifically, the group of oil and military contractors] wishes to control.

The purpose of (1) [Ed. propaganda war] is to disguise the true nature of (3) [Ed. US
military force] by presenting it as the use of military force to protect Americans
against future terrorist attacks. The purpose of (2) [Ed. Increased surveillance] is
to stifle any protest and dissent from those Americans who are not fooled by (1) [Ed.
propaganda war] and who object to (3) [Ed. Increase in use of US military]. Bush,
Rumsfeld, Ashcroft & Co. know from the 1960s demonstrations against the Vietnam
War that domestic opposition to military aggression abroad can bring that aggression
to an end, and they wish to make sure in advance that the same thing will not
happen this time.

The American government says that America is "at war" (as if that justifies anything
the government wishes to do). But a war requires an identifiable enemy. A war is a
war between two or more opposing sides. A "war" in which one side is invisible is a
fantasy — a pretext to restrict civil liberties, to impose censorship and to deny
rights guaranteed to American citizens under the U.S. Constitution. [Ed. Emphasis
added by me]
It is a tool for psychological operations directed against both domestic and foreign
populations, for deceiving the American people and others and persuading them to
submit willingly to violations of their human rights. (Though one might say that if
they do submit then they deserve the enslavement that will come to them.) And in
this case, as noted above, the purpose is to suppress any domestic opposition to U.S.
military action abroad. And at home; remember that the U.S. military has been used
against American citizens before — at Waco…”

Clip from - http://www.serendipity.li/wtc8.htm

**

The Oklahoma City Bombing Case Revelations
“…This book is a historical account of an unresolved murder case, the OKC bombing.
The case has mainly been solved, but not resolved because those who are now known
to have been involved have not yet been brought to justice… The investigations and
prosecutions should move forward also because the statute of limitations on a
murder case, like the OKC bombing, never expires…

The public should realize after reading this book that they cannot fully and solely
rely on these elected and bureaucratic officials (who are very pro Muslim) to protect
them from more criminal actions and terror attacks by Islamic terrorists operating in
the US. Once the public believes this fact and understands that their very survival is
urgently at stake, then the public can and will likely do more to protect itself. If and
when this realization sinks in, the public will be less likely to be easily taken
unawares by terrorists…”
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/Briley_OKC.pdf

**

Chertoff Created Terror Pretexts for US Police State (February 21, 2005)
“… Bush and Congress certainly should not have entrusted Chertoff with being the
head of the Homeland Security Agency. Chertoff is a grave thread to the lives,
welfare and freedoms of the American people.

Chertoff has had a rapid rise to power as an appointee of Presidents HW and GW
Bush. First, as a U.S. attorney in New Jersey (1990-1994), then as assistant Attorney
General at the DOJ criminal division heading up the investigation of 9-11 (20012003), and now, most recently as a federal judge in Philadelphia (March 2003 to
present). Chertoff also helped write many of the controverisal portions of the
PATRIOT Act and other new laws that even conservative Republicans believe are
unecessary police state infringements of the Bill of Rights and Consititutional
guarantees of US citizens. Chertoff also was consulted by the CIA about torture and
renditions of terror suspects to other countries for torture.

This report presents a study of Michael Chertoff‘s role in the 1993 WTC bombing, the
OKC bombing and the 9-11 terrorist attacks as well as Chertoff‘s coverup of FBI and
DOJ foreknowledge and provocation of these attacks. The information in the report
strongly implicates Chertoff in intentionally helping create and provoke these
terrorist acts and terror funding in order to provide a pretext for much of the
controversial police state provisions in laws which Chertoff has helped write…”
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/briley_22105.html

Using Terrorists To Establish World Government (July 26, 2007)
“Before the 9/11 attacks, the Saudi royals, including King Abdullah, were angrily
demanding that Bush facilitate establishment of a Palestinian state in Israel, and the
Saudis were paying the families of Hamas suicide bombers in Israel up to $25,000…”
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/briley_72607.html

*

Are Americans Blackmailed With “Imminent Terrorism”? (August 6, 2007)
“…Given the latest intelligence reports of Iraqi insurgents being smuggled in for
AlQaeda attacks in the US... The FBI has said there are Iraqi terrorists sleepers
already here who came to the US after the first Gulf War.

So why aren't Bush and Chertoff enforcing the borders against illegal aliens that
include AlQaeda and Taliban suicide terrorists and Iraqi insurgents that AlQaeda says
they want to use to attack the US?

So why is Bush persecuting US Border patrol agents who do their job to protect our
borders?

So why is Bush trying to lure US Border Patrol agents to Iraq by offering them more
money to go to Iraq rather than police US borders against Iraqis, AlQaeda and Taliban
being smuggled in to the US?

So why has Bush already halving and then eliminating by 2008 the numbers of
National Guard troops sent to protect the US border with Mexico? See Guard numbers
on border to be halved [end entirely by Sept. 2008]…“”
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/briley_80607.html

**

28 Pages (missing) (August 2, 2003)
“‗There's a lot more in the 28 pages than money. Everyone's chasing the charities,"
says this official. "They should be chasing direct links to high levels of the Saudi
government. We're not talking about rogue elements. We're talking about a
coordinated network that reaches right from the hijackers to multiple places in the
Saudi government.‘

This week, Saudi Foreign Minister Saud Al Faisal flew to Washington for a hastily
convened meeting with President Bush. Faisal publicly demanded that the 28 pages
be declassified, but he had to have known in advance, and welcomed the fact, that
his request would be denied--ostensibly friendly nations don't normally send their
foreign ministers to meetings halfway around the world to be surprised. For his part,
Bush has insisted that revealing the 28 pages would compromise "sources and
methods that would make it harder for us to win the war on terror." But the
chairman and vice-chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee at the time of the
joint inquiry, Florida Democrat Bob Graham and Alabama Republican Richard Shelby,
rejected that argument, contending that perhaps only 5 percent of the 28 pages
would compromise national security if made public…”
http://www.libertypost.org/cgi-bin/readart.cgi?ArtNum=20060

Editor comments: These senators (named in the article above) all seem to be bought
out now, which is sad. However, many in the US public have not lost track of this and
are still pursuing this very important issue – one that would completely stop all terror
attacks. Why? Because tracing the money would lead right back to the individual,
international banksters who are working overthrow the whole world, one way or
another, and bring it all under their control. And no, this isn‟t a conspiracy theory, for
it is back up with many facts – theories are hypothesis. However, when there‟s sound
evidence, the theory becomes a fact that we can then investigate. Some of these
meetings between the global bankers date all the way back to the late 1600s. The
good news is we can stop them, if we care to step up, ask questions, and accept
reality, and then accept our responsibility to pursue justice on all the criminals
involved – giving each the proper punishment compared to their crimes. Will you join
us? We know many will. Do you know someone else who needs to see this? Please
share this with all of your friends! Thank you! ~

**

Similar articles:
THE SPLIT-SECOND ERROR (PDF file of the same report)
WAG THE WTC II (PDF file of the same report)
“…FACT: The contractor whose people were the first on the WTC collapse scene --to
cart away the rubble that remains-- is the same contractor who demolished and
hauled away the shell of the bombed Oklahoma City Murrah building. The name of
the contractor is Controlled Demolition! Their WTC cleanup contract is worth over $7
Billion. Are you getting the picture?
FACT: The expert widely reported as certain the WTC was demolished --who later
changed his mind-- is a demolition explosives specialist from New Mexico Tech
Institute. That's precisely where the people first on the Pentagon crash scene were
trained. Tech was also a hot tip to get the contract for training the new Federal Air
Marshals. Are you getting the picture?
FACT: Most of the World Trade Center changed hands in a $3.2 billion, 99-year lease
deal that was concluded only seven weeks before the attack; with a sweetheart tax
deal and new insurance covering buildings and rents -payable to new beneficiaries.
Are you getting the picture?...”
http://www.serendipity.li/wot/psyopnews2.htm#tt

** ** * ** **

>> You have our permission to share this!
Your friends need to know this information! <<

** ** * ** **
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